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Infusing Raspberry Pi in Computer Science Curriculum for Enhanced Learning 
 
Abstract— With the advent of cloud computing, the Internet of Things (IoT), and mobile 
computing, CS faculty are continuously revamping the curriculum material to address such 
burgeoning set of technologies in practical and relatable ways. Raspberry Pi (RPi) devices 
represent an ideal hardware/software framework that embodies all these technologies through its 
simple architecture, small form factor (that minimizes the volume and footprint of a desktop 
computer), and ability to integrate various sensors and actuators that network together and connect 
to the Cloud. Therefore, one of the strategies of Computer Science Department, to enhance depth 
of learning concepts, has been to infuse Raspberry Pi (RPi) in computer science courses.  RPi has 
been incorporated since 2017 in targeted courses, notably, Computer Organization & Assembly 
Language, Computer Architecture, Database Management Design & Implementation, Unix/Linux 
Programming, Internet Programming, and Senior Project.  An inexpensive credit card sized 
computer, an RPi lends itself to allow depth of learning of concepts.  From implementing firewalls, 
intrusion detection systems, scripting, client-server based computing, distributed computing, to 
interfacing with sensors and actuators, a student is guided to polish concepts taught in a class 
through RPi Project Based Learning (RPBL). Computer science curriculum already provides 
breadth of learning.  The infusion of RPi in key courses provides depth in targeted concepts.  There 
are peripheral desirable consequences as well, including a student learning prevalently used Linux 
environment even though a targeted course may have nothing directly to do with Linux.  
Furthermore, RPi provides an opportunity for students to realize that software programs can be 
interfaced with sensors and actuators to provide immersed experience in programming.  From 
simply interfacing a switch and a Light Emitting Diode (LED) to getting data from sensors, 
buffering, and uploading to the cloud, a student already would have touched upon multiple 
disciplines in computer science.  This paper provides a blueprint to infusing RPi in the targeted 
courses, and how each RPi based project provides depth to a targeted concept. 
Index Terms—Raspberry Pi, Cloud Computing, Internet of Things (IoT), Mobile Computing, 
Linux. 
I. Introduction, Background and Goal 
 
The undergraduate computer science curriculum at The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley 
(UTRGV) was transitioned from its two legacy institutions, The University of Texas at Brownsville 
and The University of Texas Pan American, accounting for more than two decades of assessment 
and curriculum hardening.  The computer science program is accredited by the Accreditation Board 
for Engineering and Technology (ABET) and, has the breadth covering important topics in 
computer science.  However, some of the faculty, with electrical engineering background, felt that 
the breadth of the program could be complemented with Project Based Learning (PBL) in selected 
courses to provide depth in key concepts as well.  In 2017, faculty started developing projects 
around Raspberry Pi (RPi) in key targeted courses and, assigned the developed projects as tutorials 
and assignments in the courses.   
 
It should be emphasized here that infusion of RPi in the computer science curriculum is not being 
done to increase retention, and no related assessment is being done to show the efficacy of using 
Raspberry Pi Project Based Learning (RPBL) on retention.  There is existing literature on the merits 
of using RPi platform [14,18].  
In a nutshell, the purpose of RPBL is to enable students to study key concepts deeper so that 
retention of concepts can be increased as the students move up in the curriculum.  
 
As will be addressed in Section IX, there have been favorable consequences of infusing RPi into 
the curriculum of computer science, such as spin off of a newly proposed cybersecurity program, 
however, the goal of infusing RPi into the curriculum of computer science is to strengthen key 
computer science concepts. 
 
II. Traditional Approach for Enhancing Concepts 
 
Traditionally, a curriculum has labs, mostly as separate 1-hour courses, to expose students to 
important concepts in depth.  As an example, UTRGV computer science curriculum has CSCI 1170 
Engineering Computer Science I Laboratory as a separate course to complement CSCI 1370 
Engineering Computer Science I.  The two courses are usually taught by different instructors, and 
essentially are two separate courses with no interactivity between the two.  This approach becomes 
expensive in terms of the total number of hours required to complete a degree if one complements 
each course with its lab course.  
 
Another traditional approach is to increase the number of hours of certain selected courses to 4 
Semester Credit Hours (SCH).  As an example, PHYS 1401 General Physics I at UTRGV is a 4-
SCH course but has a separate 3-SCH lecture section and a separate 1-SCH lab section.  Again, this 
approach quickly accumulates credit hours if one converts key courses in a curriculum to 4-SCH 
courses for including labs to enhance learning. 
 
III. The Need for Lab Augmented Courses 
 
The traditional approach of complementing courses with their corresponding lab courses has 
been practiced for decades. The purpose of such lab courses is to make sure that the students learn 
key concepts which are regarded to be of paramount value to the field of study.  For example, it is 
common to have waveguide labs for complementing lecture courses in electromagnetic fields, or 
wind tunnel labs for augmenting fluid dynamics courses.  So, the authors understand the value of 
lab courses, but at the same time have looked at alternative approaches to benefit students in more 
courses rather than depending on the available labs limited to one or two courses in the curriculum. 
 
It is important to note that lab courses in a curriculum are meant as a supplemental instruction 
to make sure that key concepts are engrained into a student's understating of the subject matter.  
Expanding on the earlier example of CSCI 1370 Engineering Computer Science I courses and its 
complementary lab course CSCI 1170 Engineering Computer Science I Laboratory, what could be 
so different in the assignments of the two courses that necessitates two separate courses?  There is 
no special instrumentation, such as a wind tunnel, lasers or waveguides, involved in the two courses 
that one needs to have separate experts teaching the two courses.  Both courses use computers and 
C++ programming language to teach programming to students. Why aren’t the assignments and 
projects in CSCI 1370 adequate so that the students don't have to take the complementary lab 
course?  Apparently, the only justification to having a separate lab course in programming is to 
make students go through a wholesome project in each class. 
IV. A New Computing Platform  
 
All the courses in the core curriculum of computer science have one instrument in common: a 
familiar desktop computer in a computer lab or a student-owned laptop or tablet.  A desktop 
computer is mostly good for pure computing since it is extremely difficulty to do interactive projects 
involving real world devices.  The computing environment is made worse due to Information 
Security (IS) being involved in limiting what a student or an instructor may do on an institution’s 
lab computer.  Even interfacing a simple joystick to a computer would be a tall order given the 
security imposed on the lab computers.   
 
Of course, exposing students to computing for modern systems such as embedded systems, vision 
systems, mobile systems, and cybersecurity is almost impossible given the secured lab computers 
as a computing platform.  Furthermore, it does not pique students’ interest in computing if projects 
are limited to pure computing, such as computing the average GPA of a class.  That is why there 
are special programming environments, such as the legendary Karel The Robot [1], built to make 
programming interesting. 
 
There are several major goals that the authors needed to achieve with a new computing platform, 
based on a flexible computing node (a computing device), to provide students with depth of learning 
of key concepts.  These are summarized as follows: 
 
1) A computing node in the new computing platform must easily interface to myriad of sensors 
and actuators. 
2) A student must be responsible for security of his/her computing node, and not the 
Information Security department of the university.  This is necessary to keep the computing 
node flexible, mobile and easily accessible. 
3) A student must be able to use a computing node with other computing nodes to get exposed 
to networking and distributed computing learning. 
4) A computing node must be able to accept different operating systems for students to learn 
different platforms. 
5) A computing node must provide access to modern programming languages and packages. 
6) A computing node must allow connectivity to cloud platforms.  
7) A computing node must have sufficient computing horsepower and memory to allow 
students to do meaningful projects. 
8) Lastly, a student should easily be able to afford a computing node.  It is important for the 
student to purchase and own such a node, because IS of the university does not impose the 
same strict security profile on student-owned devices as it does on institution's computers. 
 
There were several solutions available at the time, circa 2017, which included Arduino and 
Raspberry Pi.  The former is more of a microcontroller while the latter, being a microcomputer, 
provides a true desktop computing environment.  At the time of rolling out the project, a Raspberry 
Pi had the following features which satisfied the constraints on the computing platform that the 
authors were looking for: 
 
• RISC ARM v7 quad core processor with 1GB of RAM   
• Camera port for vision related projects 
• 40-pin GPIO interface to connect sensors and actuators 
• Easily swappable SD Card to switch between different operating systems 
• Credit card size computer for mobile and embedded system projects 
• Configurable in a small tower for distributed programming projects 
• Wireless network for mobility 
• Under US $35 
 
Therefore, Raspberry Pi was selected as a computing node for the new computing platform to be 
used initially in key courses of computer science for providing in-depth learning of key concepts.   
 
V. Key Targeted Computer Science Courses 
 
There are six courses in the undergraduate curriculum of computer science targeted for infusing 
RPi since 2017: 
1) CSCI 2333 Computer Organization & Assembly Language 
2) CSCI 2344 Unix/Linux Programming 
3) CSCI 3342 Internet Programming 
4) CSCI 4333 Database Management Design & Implementation 
5) CSCI 4335 Computer Architecture 
6) CSCI 4390 Senior Project 
 
Every targeted course uses RPi in several projects to hone skills involving important concepts, 
exception being CSCI 4390 Senior project where a student, choosing to do his/her senior project 
using RPi, completes a unique semester long project.   
 
To emphasize further, not every student in CSCI 4390 Senior project is required to do an RPi 
based project.  Whereas in the other five targeted courses, students need to purchase an RPi and use 
it in several projects given in each course throughout the semester.  Some of the projects involve 
multiple RPi nodes to demonstrate multithreading client/server concepts.  In other cases, students 
are required to leave their RPi at home while learning to allow access for the instructor from campus 
to check applications developed by the students. 
 
VI. Key Concepts Targeted in Each Course 
 
Key concepts in the targeted courses were identified over the years based on what worked in 
different courses.  Tutorials were developed every time the assigned faculty taught a targeted 
course.  More than twenty tutorials have been developed for the first five courses whereas a student 
taking the sixth course, CSCI 4390 Senior Project, has access to any of the tutorials if working on 
an RPi based semester long senior project.  The tutorials are improved upon every semester based 
on the availability of sensors, a new concept being perceived as important, availability of improved 
RPi, or even to accommodate changes in operating system features.  For example, recently RPi 4 is 
available with 4 GB RAM which has facilitated taking on computationally-intensive machine vision 
and cybersecurity projects. 
 
Table I shows the key concepts targeted in each course.  As mentioned earlier CSCI 4390 is an 
exception where students may choose to do an RPi based project, therefore, there are no established 
key concepts targeted for CSCI 4390.  It should be noted that key concepts shown do not reflect all 
the topics covered in the course in which an RPi is used.  Once RPi is part of a course, it is used by 
the student for most of the projects assigned in the course.  Therefore, an RPi is used in a targeted 
course for many more topics than shown in the table. 
 
TABLE I Key Concepts in Targeted Courses 




-RISC assembly language 
-Interfacing sensors and actuators using assembly language 
CSCI 
2344 
-Linux OS, CPU scheduling and process management 
-GREP, BASH scripts and CRON jobs 
-Multithreading client/server applications 
-Interfacing sensors and actuators using C 
-Firewall programming 
-Programming for real world devices 
CSCI 
3342 
-Servers and browsers 
-Connecting RPi to the cloud 
-Interfacing cloud to sensors & actuators through RPi 




-Interfacing to a backend database in the cloud 
-Collecting data from sensors and uploading to the cloud DB 
-Commanding actuators through RPi per cloud DB  
CSCI 
4335 
-Detailed RISC architecture with multistage pipeline 
-Benchmarking 
-Effect of code arrangement on pipeline performance 
-Effect of code on cache performance  
CSCI 
4390 
Different RPI-based capstone projects per student selection - some selected projects done by students 
are as follows: 
  -Remote site real-time security and safety system 
  -An embedded system based medical app for tracking health  
   vitals and emergency issuer of notifications 
  -An embedded system for real-time overhead clearance and  
   collision detection for vehicles 
  -An embedded system for real-time vehicle driving safety 
  -Stress level detection applied to a joystick controller for  
   various simulation systems 
  -Network based real-time distributed parking lot  
   management system 
  -Embedded controller based smart self-sustaining  
   greenhouse system 
  -Embedded controller for multiple energy sources to  
   minimize fossil fuel consumption 
 
Furthermore, there are other courses being considered for adopting RPi as a computing platform.  
Courses in networking, cybersecurity, machine vision, operating systems, and digital forensics are 
some of the courses that will benefit from utilizing RPi, especially, now that RPi is available with 
4GB of RAM providing a better computing platform.  There are existing resources available to 
guide instructors to adopt RPi for variety of topics [4-13]. 
 RPi has not been used in basic programming courses yet, such as CSCI 1370 and CSCI 1170.  
These are considered gateway courses, and the department is very cautious about using non-
traditional computing platforms which could have enrollment consequences due to students not 
being mature enough to handle a device such as RPi with non-Windows based operating system.  
As a reference, there is existing literature regarding use of RPi in an introductory programming 
course [18]. 
 
VII. RPi Rollout and Usage 
 
The process of infusing RPi into the undergraduate curriculum of computer science started in 
Spring 2017 with just one course, CSCI 4335, targeted.  This was to make sure that the students are 
mature enough to handle a new computing platform, and at the same time that the instructors are 
getting used to idiosyncrasies of the new platform.  From then on, RPi has been used in the targeted 
courses more than fifteen times or in more than 15 sections of the courses in different semesters.  
Figure 1 shows the RPi usage in the targeted courses since Spring 2017.  
Fig. 1 RPi Usage in the Targeted Courses 
 
The graph in Figure 1 shows consistent usage of RPi in CSCI 4390 Senior Project course, 
however, as mentioned earlier, not all the students are required to use RPi in their projects.  The 
idea is to provide depth of key concepts to the students in targeted courses, and they can use RPi in 
their capstone project if they choose to do so.  Figure 2 shows the head count in each targeted course 
to provide a comparison of RPi usage.  
  
It should be noted that not all sections of the targeted courses use RPi.  It depends on the 
instructor.  If the instructor is well versed in RPi platform and is willing to use it to augment his/her 
course, the respective course section is RPi based.  In other words, there is no departmental mandate 
to use RPi in every section of the targeted courses.  Therefore, the head count shown does not reflect 
the computer science enrollment in the courses.   
 Fig. 2 RPi Usage in the Targeted Courses 
 
VIII. Momentum and Limitations 
 
There have been challenges in infusing RPi into different courses.  It took two years to use RPi 
at least once in every targeted course.  It takes significant amount of time to develop tutorials and 
vet them before using them in the targeted courses. This is irrespective of existing resources 
available for using RPi in an academic setting [15-17].  A useful approach found in the process of 
rolling out RPi, is to have a few Teaching Assistants (TAs) dedicated to test the developed tutorials, 
and to help improve upon the tutorials for next iteration.  Of course, it is a bootstrap process where 
it takes a semester or two to get relatively knowledgeable TAs to be trusted with such a task. 
 
Another important aspect is to have a group of faculty members vested in such a project.  It does 
take significant amount of time to incorporate RPi in a course, where one could have just taught 
theory in class and assigned projects on traditional computing platform.  Note that using RPi just 
for programming is not the idea here and, doing so will not benefit the students in learning deeper 
about the key concepts.  Making meaningful tutorials to incorporate sensors and actuators to make 
projects interesting is what impacts the learning of key concepts the most.  And this what takes time 
and, hinders instructors to incorporate RPi into the courses, which has been a major factor in gaining 
the desired momentum for rolling out RPi.  
 
An RPi has its limitations for certain courses.  For example, an RPi with 1GB of RAM is not 
adequate for certain class of real-time vision systems and cybersecurity applications.  However, the 
new model of RPi offers 4GB of RAM easing the way for using RPi in additional courses.   
 
IX. Usage in Other Programs 
 
There have been favorable unintended consequences of infusing RPi into the undergraduate 
curriculum of computer science.  The Department of Computer Science is in the process of 
proposing a baccalaureate degree in cybersecurity.  RPi computing platform has been found ideal 
in most aspects of cybersecurity.  It is well established that given the mobility of RPi with Kali 
Linux on board [10], one can use the RPi platform for learning hacking aspects using ethical 
hacking.  Especially, the new model of RPi, having 4GB of RAM, opens up new avenues to handle 
compute-intensive cybersecurity applications, such as parsing of voluminous logs in real-time to 
build an Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) or an Intrusion Detection System (IDS). 
 
Recently, a seed funding of $15k was allocated which was used to purchase drones, robotic arms, 
mobile robots, RPi 4 units, and Internet of Things (IoT) equipment to establish a cybersecurity lab.  
Five Teaching Assistants have been dedicated to developing tutorials to be used in the cybersecurity 
courses of the proposed program.  The Teaching Assistants are being guided by the instructors of 




There are six computer science courses targeted in the project to infuse RPi platform to 
strengthen the learning of key concepts.  Table I tabulates the targeted courses and examples of key 
concepts covered in each one, CSCI 4390 Senior Project being an exception where a student 
chooses to do his/her capstone project in any area either using RPi platform or something else.  This 
distinction is important to know to make sense of head count data in CSCI 4390 course.   
 
The faculty started infusing RPi into different courses, via tutorials and projects, starting Spring 
2017.  Not all the six courses started using RPi at the same.  Depending on the willingness of the 
instructor, the students of the targeted course are exposed to the RPi platform.   
 
Figure 3 shows the student head count per Academic Year (AY) starting in 2017.  However, the 
project started in Spring 2017, therefore, AY 2017 in the graph does not include Fall 2016.  Also, 
the head count for AY 2020 does not include Summer 2020, when CSCI 3342 Internet 
Programming is scheduled to be taught using RPi platform. 
Fig. 3 Usage since Inception (AY 2020 excludes Summer 2020) 
 
Besides learning key computer science concepts in different courses based on the RPi platform, 
students have been building sophisticated capstone projects involving software interacting with real 
world sensors and actuators.  As an example, Figure 4 shows an RPi based capstone project titled 
Network Based Real-Time Distributed Parking Lot Management System [2].  The small size, 
computing power, connectivity, mobility and affordability of RPi platform enables students to build 
such projects involving real world systems. Improvements in RPi platform, for example, availability 
of 4GB RAM in the newer model, has allowed instructors and students alike to use RPi in compute 
intensive applications such as AI, machine learning, deep learning, cybersecurity and vision 
systems.  
 
Fig. 4 Distributed Parking Lot Management System [2] 
 
The credit card size footprint of RPi also lends itself conveniently for building distributed 
computing environments.  Besides using such environments for solving challenging problems, one 
can use them to teach and learn both hardware and software aspects of distributed computing. Figure 
5 shows a 5-node RPi tower built for teaching and learning distributed computing [3].  
     Fig. 5 Five-Node RPi Tower [3] 
XI. Future Enhancements 
 
The use of RPi in Senior Project has revealed that there are certain applications for which one 
needs a lot more GPU horsepower than is available in the RPi platform.  This is true even in the 
newer model of RPi with 4GB of RAM.  Even though the newer model, RPi 4, has a much faster 
GPU, it still poses challenges for certain real-time vision systems.  Therefore, one must not limit 
oneself to RPi platform for every course rather one should consider other RPi-like platforms as 
well.  For example, real-world vision systems have been built using NVIDIA Jetson Nano 
microcomputer which has 64-bit quad-core ARM processor with 4GB of RAM and a 128-core 
GPU, and still costs under US $100. 
 
Such a platform is considered ideal for embedded AI applications involving deep learning, and 




The project for infusing RPi into computer science curriculum started in 2017 and, is ongoing 
and has been gaining ground in terms of student head count exposed to RPi platform. The impetus 
for using RPi was its alignment with the constraints (Section IV) that the authors had on a new 
computing platform that would enable students to go deeper into key concepts.  The efficacy of this 
project is measured in terms of how much of certain topics can be covered in depth with the aid of 
RPi platform to strengthen key concepts.  The project was not initiated with any intention to impact 
retention.  Therefore, based on the ability to cover topics leading to strengthening key concepts has 
been achieved in the targeted courses.  An organized effort to measure, assess and quantize the 
impact of using such a platform on learning of key concepts still needs to be headed by the faculty 
since it will involve a team effort to cover similar topics and measuring tools between the control 
group/section and experimental group/section each semester.  However, at this time this is not of 
concern since just having the RPi platform is enabling instructors to cover key concepts in depth, 
which was the original intent. 
 
Even though unintended, there have been favorable spin offs from infusing RPi into the 
curriculum of computer science. This includes establishing an RPi based cybersecurity lab and 
newly proposed cybersecurity degree program.  Nevertheless, the RPi project is intended to remain 
a niche for the willing instructors to use in their courses to enhance learning of key concepts.  The 
benefit of its use has been demonstrated in five key computer science courses, in addition to its 
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